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Get ready for an exciting, productive coming year
By William D. Franklin
President
Although Rosh
Hashanah is three
m o n t h s a w a y,
Federation planning
for next year is well
underway. We are
excited to have lined
up Ambassador Dennis
Ross to speak at our
Leadership dinner and to the Jewish and
larger Reading community on Sunday,
Sept. 25. The Leo Camp lecture series will

feature Dr. Clive Lipchin on Oct. 20. He is
the director of the Arava Institute’s Center
for Transboundary Water Management
and will be speaking on “From Scarcity
to Abundance — Israel’s Experience with
Water Management.” Later in the year,
on March 7, the Yashek lecturer will be
Director Mark Weitzman, head of the Task
Force Against Hate and Terrorism at the
Simon Wiesenthal Center, who will share
his experience on “Holocaust denial and
distortion and current anti-Semitism.”
Other events in the works include a
Purim costume party, a Jewish comedy

By Amanda J. Hornberger
The Jewish Federation of Reading
invites you to listen and learn from some
of the world’s most fascinating people
at our 92nd St Y DVD programs. Enjoy
these compelling and thought-provoking
interactive discussions without leaving
Berks County!
Our fall program starts off Aug. 22
with a showing of World Politics with
Ralph Buultjens: Israel and its Neighbors.
This DVD program from April 2016 will
discuss the major events affecting Israel

and the Middle East. Join us at 2 p.m. on
Monday, Aug. 22 at The Highlands Cultural
Center Side B (2000 Cambridge Ave.
Wyomissing).
The fall 92nd St. Y DVD program
will continue at The Highlands Cultural
Center Side B at 2 p.m. on the following
Mondays: Sept. 19, Nov. 21 and Dec. 19.
Specific programs will be announced at
a later date.
All events are FREE and open to the
community. We hope to see you this fall
at these fascinating 92nd St. Y programs!

PJ Library event to be held
at Wyomissing Public Library
By Amanda J. Hornberger
Learn about Noah’s Ark at this
fun PJ Library program! Join us at
the Wyomissing Public Library (9
Reading Blvd. Wyomissing) at 6 p.m.
on Wednesday, Aug. 3.
All are welcome so please bring
your friends!
Please RSVP to Amanda
(amandah@jfreading.org or 610-

921-0624) by Aug. 1 so we are able
to plan appropriately for crafts and
snacks.
Wa n t t o s i g n y o u r c h i l d o r
grandchild up for FREE Jewish
themed books each month? Please
contact Amanda (amandah@
jfreading.org) or visit www.pjlibrary.
org to sign up today for this great
opportunity.!

There’s No Telling How Far Our
Wellness-Focused Lifestyle Will Take You...

Your journey to wellness starts at The Highlands. Residents don’t just
live well, they thrive because we offer numerous fitness classes, nutritious
menu offerings, stimulating educational programs and a lifestyle that
empowers them to actively engage in their own well-being. Each day
residents enjoy endless opportunities to make better lifestyle choices.

Schedule a personal visit
today to see how
Highlands’ residents live
well … and stay well.
610-775-2300 • www.thehighlands.org
2000 Cambridge Ave • Wyomissing, PA 19610
A member of Reading Health System

night and more programs for our growing
Chevra group. We are exploring the
expansion of babysitting services so
more of our NextGen community can
attend these exciting programs. Our
PJ Library distributes Jewish children’s
books to over 80 community youngsters,
and our Friendship Circle continues
to attract 20-30 seniors for lunch and
entertainment on a weekly basis. Some
of those seniors are keystone members
of our Jewish Community High School’s
‘Better Together’ Program, where they
study and learn with our Jewish teens
under the guidance of Rabbi Lerner. To
start the Jewish High School year, we
have scheduled a special workshop,
“Recognizing and Responding to Bias
about Jews, Judaism, and Israel.”.In
addition, we were recently awarded a
grant to organize and support several
multi-family Shabbat dinners throughout

the year. Kol HaKavod to our staff for this
and many other accomplishments.
On a personal level, I have three
primary goals for next year:
First, I want to strengthen connection
to all age groups, intermarried and
unaffiliated through new programs and
approaches.
Second, I hope to strengthen
understanding and support for Israel in
our Jewish and non-Jewish communities.
And last, strengthen inter-community
relations through collaboration and
friendship.
This and more cannot be done in a
vacuum. We will be conducting focus groups
to get your valuable input and will also be
canvassing you to determine the level of
interest in missions to Israel and Cuba.
Your continued financial support is
important but so is your guidance.
Thank you.

Teens who fled France
see bright future in Israel
A m o n g t h e 11 5 g r a d u a t e s a t
Yemin Orde Youth Village’s high
school are 16 teens from France who
fled to Israel following a dramatic
rise in anti-Semitism and violence
against Jews. Some of these youth
lived in financially-challenged single
parent households, and others had
language, economic and educational
difficulties when they arrived in Israel.
Some of them arrived in Israel without
their families. For the most part, they
were fearful, displaced and undereducated, with many lacking basic
Hebrew language skills.
Thanks to the support and care of
the Village’s staff and professionals
and Yemin Orde’s acclaimed Village
Way educational methodology, these
French-Jewish youth have shed their
past fears and uncertainty. Today,
their future is bright and they stand
proud and confident as citizens of
Israel.
Nine of the graduates will
participate in one of Israel’s gap
year leadership programs (Mechina in
Hebrew). The other seven graduates
will go directly into Israel’s military or
national service.
There are a total of 440 at-risk
i m m i g r a n t y o u t h a t Ye m i n O r d e ;
115 are French youth of Moroccan,
Algerian or Tunisian descent. For the
most part, they had lived in the French
cities of Paris, Bordeaux, Marseilles,
Nice and Toulouse. The Village’s
other youth are from Ethiopia, Former
Soviet Union, Brazil and Israel. Most
of the teens at the Village suffered
trauma in their lives. At Yemin Orde,
they find a safe haven, an excellent
education and a forever home.
A climate of anti-Semitism in
France has sparked a mass movement
of French Jews to Israel. According
to Israeli government figures, 7,469
French immigrants made aliyah
(moved to Israel) in 2015. That
number is up from 6,658 in 2014
and 3,263 in 2013. A decade ago,
the number was 2,948. For the past
two years, the French have been the
largest immigrant group arriving in
Israel.
Aharon Cohen, 18, is among the
group of French Jewish teens who
recently graduated from Yemin Orde’s
high school. He moved to Israel with
his parents a few years before coming
to Yemin Orde. Aharon said his family

fled France because of rising antiSemitism and the “dream to live in
Jerusalem.”
Aharon recalled a difficult
adjustment period when he first
moved to Israel, and later at the
Village. “I felt isolated and missed the
atmosphere of the big city that I was
used to in France. But, everyone at
Yemin Orde supported me and taught
me the importance of studying hard –
for my own benefit and for my future.”
Aharon will now attend one of
Israel’s gap year leadership programs
to continue his studies and strengthen
important life skills before serving in
Israel’s military. “I feel a great sense of
pride and satisfaction after graduating
from Yemin Orde. I know I have made
friends for life,” Aharon said. “I have
learned to take responsibility for
myself and for my future.”
Ye m i n O r d e i s w e l l - k n o w n
throughout Israel in helping immigrant
children adjust to a new life in their
new home. The Village’s dedicated
staff and educators, plus its successful
educational methodology, the Village
Way, ensure that fragile youth receive
the support and life skills they need to
adapt to their environment.
Yemin Orde staff has worked hard
to ease the transition for the French
youth at the Village. The Village
provided an intensive Hebrew program
and extra academic support when
needed. Throughout the year, the
teens participated in extracurricular
activities such as the choir, art and
sports programs.
To d a y, t h e V i l l a g e ’ s F r e n c h speaking youth host a “French
Day” which includes exhibits about
important French and North African
Jews, a play about aliyah from France
and presentations of French food.
Yemin Orde will continue to provide
assistance to our French graduates
as well as all graduates who require
additional support, and will continue
to help teens who struggle with
integration into Israeli society and
culture.
Yemin Orde Youth Village and
Village Way Educational Initiatives
(YOEI) Yemin Orde Youth Village is
located in the Carmel Forest region
of northern Israel, just outside Haifa.
The program is supported with local
funds from the Jewish Federation of
Reading’s Israel Now campaign.
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Chairman
Important questions to ponder this
summer
I want to take this
By Richard Nassau
Development Director
As our community
grows and changes,
F e d e r a t i o n
responds. We may
respond with a
new program or we
may fine-tune an
existing one. We
do this because we listen to you.
We listen to you and to the needs
in our community. This allows us
to continue building the Jewish
community we want. The result is a
community that reflects us. You can
also see this in the ongoing impact
we have as a community.
Soon we’ll be in the rhythm of
a new school year. So while we
still have some summer sunshine
available, please give some thought

to the questions below. While you are
looking through the questions also
think about the impact you would
like to have.
Federation is a community
charity with a tremendous impact.
Now consider the impact you can
have on Federation and the impact
Federation can have on you. It may
be your participation in a Federation
sponsored program; perhaps our
community Shabbat. Or the impact
on your children or a neighbor from a
speaker brought here by Federation.
Or the help received by a friend or
a relative from one of Federation’s
Jewish Family Service programs.
It may be a program developed
because of someone’s suggestion.
Or it may be a program that meets
an unfulfilled need identified by you.
Sometimes Federation is thought

Shalom and Shalom
By Haia Mazuz
Federation Chair
Our community
has had great fortune
with the chairpeople of
Jewish Federation of
Reading (JFR). Each
o n e ’s t e n u r e w a s
marked by passionate
service and resoundingly positive results.
As I assume the mantle — and don the
hat — I must tip it to our most recent
leader, Larry Rotenberg. Many thanks,
Larry, for serving JFR. For two years,
you’ve listened and weighed in at
meetings, communicated via this column,
and regaled us with wisdom, information
and humor. It is a challenging act to follow
and a great honor to have been elected
your successor.
Rising to the challenge
As I put on that hat, I envision a
chef’s toque. Why? Because it plays to
my greatest strength and is a metaphor
for the way I live my life. It’s a metaphor
I want to make real for JFR.
As a Jewish mom, I love to feed

family, friends and even strangers. In that
realm, I am creative, eclectic, audacious
and above all recognize great ideas.
While I can make a great meal out of
whatever I find in the refrigerator and
kitchen (my youngest son Daniel finds
that impressive), I relish discovering new
ingredients.
Taking inventory of our pantry
I find it stocked with riches. In the
June 2016 issue, Richard Nassau
named a number of new groups and
programs. Among them are these
exciting developments: the Jewish
Community High School and its Better
Together seniors connection program;
PJ Our Way (extension of PJ Library),
Maimonides Society, Chevra, and Life
and Legacy. In addition the Grinspoon
Foundation has awarded us a grant for a
new initiative, Shabbos Group (Shabbat
dinners for families at individual homes).
We have the funds, and now we’ll work
on using them to that end.
Manning the stations
We have a wonderful staff. They
do a great job providing services,

Being Alma

Tech Tuesdays are about to begin at the JCC
Federation mission to Israel b
By Amanda J. Hornberger
Due to the popularity of our Spring
Seniors & Technology classes we are
starting Tech Tuesdays at the JCC! This
series will again be taught by millennials
who are experts on how to use the latest
technologies, but this time the classes
are open to ALL ages and skill levels.
Classes will be held on the second and
fourth Tuesday of August and September.
After a break for the holidays in October
a new set of classes and topics will run
in November and December.

Each class we will cover a different
technology with hands on experiences
and handouts with instructions to take
home. The classes will be an hour
long and there will be plenty of time for
questions and answers! If you have your
own device please feel free to bring it but
the class is also open to anyone who
does not have the technology and would
like to learn. You can attend just one class
or the entire series.
The JCC is offering the classes for
free but we are requiring RSVPs so that
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Jews around the world mourn passing of Elie Wiesel
Holocaust survivor and Nobel
Laureate Elie Wieslel’s passing is an
enormous loss to the Jewish people and
for our world. He was the living moral
compass of our time.
Wiesel was perhaps best known for
his major role in promoting Holocaust
education, and doing everything he
could to keep the memory of the
Shoah alive. His memoir, “Night”,
based on his experience as a teenager
in the concentration camps, is a heart
wrenching document and eternal
testimony of the darkest times in Jewish

history.
Wiesel also played a crucial role
in advocating for intervention in other
genocides around the world and refused
to stand idly by. Wiesel played a gigantic
role in the transformation of both Jewish
and world consciousness. He told the
story of the Holocaust, empowered
survivors to bear witness, and reminded
the world of its solemn duty to prevent
other genocides.
He leaves behind a clear legacy
we are obliged to carry on — to never
stand idle. Never take the easy path

of indifference or neutrality. To never
turn our head when we see suffering,
or when we see injustice. Never to be
silent, and never forget that human
rights and justice are precious gifts
that we must safeguard with constant
vigilance.
This was also the case for him, when
it came to his unwavering support for
the State of Israel, which he publicly
defended time and again in the face of
criticism. In his words of commemoration,
Netanyahu said Jerusalem “represented
to him our ability to rise from the pit and

reach new heights.”
“The memory of this man, who taught
us what memory is, will be enshrined in
our hearts and in the heart of humanity
forever,” he said.
Most importantly, Elie reminded us
that there is always hope and that good
can overcome evil.
“We must take sides. Neutrality helps
the oppressor, never the victim. Silence
encourages the tormentor, never the
tormented.” - Elie Wiesel
May his memory be a blessing for
us all.

ADL reports dramatic rise in U.S. anti-Semitic assaults in 2015
According to new data released by the
Anti-Defamation League, the U.S. saw a
dramatic increase of violent anti-Semitic
assaults, contributing to almost a 3
percent rise in the number of anti-Semitic
incidents during 2015. The ADL reported
a total of 941 incidents during 2015, up
from 912 recorded in 2014.
The largest increase of anti-Semitic
incidents recorded was at college
campuses, where reports nearly doubled.
According to the ADL, 90 such antiSemitic incidents were reported on 60
college campuses in 2015, whereas a
total of only 47 incidents on 43 campuses
were reported the year prior.
ADL CEO Jonathan A. Greenblatt
released the following statement: “We
are disturbed that violent anti-Semitic
incidents are rising, and we know that
for every incident reported, there’s likely
another that goes unreported. So even
as the total incidents have remained

statistically steady from year to year, the
trend toward anti-Semitic violence is very
concerning.”
The ADL reported that while antiSemitism had declined recently in the
U.S. overall, reaching its peak in 2006
with 1,554 incidents reported, the rising
trend in campus anti-Semitism, violent
assaults, anonymous online hate-speech,
and incitement is greatly worrying.
“The good news is the number of antiSemitic incidents overall are much lower
than we witnessed in the mid-2000s,” said
Marvin D. Nathan, ADL National Chair.
“While that decrease is encouraging,
it is troubling that on average there is
one anti-Semitic assault reported in this
country every week, and at least two antiJewish incidents on average every single
day. These numbers do not even account
for all of the online harassment we see
every hour on social media, which is so
widespread it is difficult to quantify.”

Anti=Semitic graffiti in Los Angeles

“Online hate is particularly disturbing
because of the ubiquity of social media
and its deep penetration into our daily
lives, plus the anonymity offered by
certain platforms which facilitates this

phenomenon,” Greenblatt said. “The issue
has grown exponentially in recent years
because the Internet provides racists and
bigots with an outlet to reach a potential
audience of millions.”

Time for ‘Israexit’ from occupied territories
By Amir Oren
Great Britain’s David Cameron
showed Israel’s Benjamin Netanyahu
how a prime minister is supposed to act
when he puts his prestige on the line
over his platform’s key issue — Europe
for Cameron, Iran for Netanyahu — and
is defeated.
That’s on the personal level, but
what about the national level? Where is
Israel’s “Brexit”? Israel boasts of being
a startup nation but is taking its time
getting out of the occupied territories —
the boiling core of the conflict with the
Arabs. How much more blood, poison
and money will be spilled until the
Israexit takes place?
The trend of global and regional
fusion was halted. The community’s
responsibility for its members and
people’s responsibility toward each other
is weakening. The idea of supranational
sovereignty is on the wane. The chances
of a persistent external intervention,
as opposed to a single decisive blow,
are slim. The locals are always more
obstinate, waiting patiently until the
invaders despair and give up.
The United States does not support
wars that threaten to throw it into
bottomless pits. The big stick that U.S.
administrations are supposed to wield is
hollow. It fills out only in light of a direct
attack on America.
Israel exports repulsion from making
a crucial national decision to determine
its borders and define its identity.
Israelis, who are still willing to beget one
generation after another of settlement
fodder, aren’t fed up yet. But the part
of the world that gave credit to the
reconciliation process with Egypt,
Jordan and the Palestine Liberation
Organization is beginning to detach
itself and leave the Middle Easterners to
wallow in the sludge they have created
for themselves.
What strategic significance would

a weakened European Union — led
by Germany and France, but minus
Britain — have in our region? Certainly
not growing admiration for the settlers’
follies. Financially, would the donor
states have any desire to keep on
financing an embryonic Palestine that
never gets born?
It would still somehow be tolerable if
the Americans were foolish enough to
believe that the horizon isn’t eternal but
drawing closer. But the time for illusions
is over. Israel is risking a head-on clash
with the next administration because, in
the balance between partnership and
rivalry, it is breaking the rules with typical
Netanyahu-like crudeness.
Beside the pretense of moral and
ideological superiority, Israel’s leaders
have always played the strategic card
— ever since the 1950s and the Soviet
penetration of the Arab states. Israel was
portrayed as assisting the U.S. security
effort no less than being assisted by it. It

was useful, as long as Israel’s declared
willingness to exchange territories
for peace wasn’t exposed as elusive
dissension when put to the test.
Even worse, Israel was caught in a
collision with other military needs – ones
that the United States dared to claim
for itself.
In 1973, the American war-reserve
stores in Europe were thinned out
due to the air shuttle to Israel. While
correct, this move infuriated the generals
responsible for the divisions on standby
alert against the Soviets — in the event
that World War III erupted following
the Israel Defense Forces’ advance on
Cairo.
A similar collision is now taking place
in the controversy over the extent of
U.S. assistance to defend Israel from
missiles. President Barack Obama
argues that giving this issue excessive
priority harms other issues in the
Pentagon’s missile defense budget,

especially from North Korea. Israel,
which prioritizes the settlements over
military needs that it defines as vital,
selfishly wants to bend the American
priority order in its favor. Washington
is balking.
At the F-35 rollout in Fort Worth,
Te x a s , l a s t w e e k , M a s a d a w a s
underscored as Israel’s most prominent
symbol. A dubious choice. Suicidal
provocation is not an appropriate goal
for a small, fragile nation that doesn’t
pay its own expenses.
Only the settlers are prepared to
continue an eternal war, whether with
their own blood or courtesy of the
Israelis who prefer peace to territories.
Israel cannot swallow the territories,
but they might swallow it. Israel must
get out, with an achievable deal, and
quickly.
Originally published in Haaretz. See
more news and opinion from Israel at
haaretz.com.

Federation: Did You Know
Life & Legacy / L'Chaim Society – The L’Chaim
Society recognizes community members today for their
future gift to Federation. By creating your Jewish legacy,
you help ensure a strong Jewish future.
For information about how a Life & Legacy gift can help you meet your family, personal,
and charitable goals, contact Federation 610-921-0624.
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Shukran - Toda Raba - Thank you to Elsayed Elmarzouky
By Bill Franklin
In June Elsayed (Steve) Elmarzouky
announced he would be stepping down
from his longtime role as leader of
the Islamic Center of Reading. He is
well known for his work in the Berks
County community as an activist and
philanthropist. Elsayed founded the
Islamic Center in the late 1990s and
watched with pride as Reading’s Muslim
community grew over the past 20 years
from a few families to more than a few
hundred.
Elmarzouky confronted the
xenophobia against Muslim Americans
in the wake of the 9/11 terrorist attacks
and worked tirelessly to bridge gaps and
misunderstandings of our different cultures
here in Berks County. He emphasized
that he intends to continue to serve in
that role. “My passion has always been
my interfaith work,” Elsayed said. “I can
list every pastor and every rabbi in town.”
One of the great pleasures I’ve
experienced coming to Reading is
working with and observing Elsayed’s
dedication to build what ‘can and should
be’ rather than accepting what is. With
his giant philanthropic heart and interfaith
work, he has nurtured a community
of mutual respect and understanding
between the Muslim, Christian and
Jewish communities. I look forward to
continuing to learn and work together
with him and his successor, Hamid
Choudry.
Here is what some others in our
community had to say about Elsayed
Elmarzouky:

Elsayed Elmarzouky
Photo courtesy of Reading Eagle

Former JFR Board Chair Yvonne
Frey Oppenheimer: “Tom Peters said,
‘Leaders don’t create followers, they
create more leaders.’ My friend, Steve
Elmarzouky, a beloved community leader
has done just that by uniting corners of
Berks in mutual respect, understanding,
tolerance and in doing good together.
I thank him and am proud to call him
friend.”
P a s t J F R P r e s i d e n t Ta m m y
Mitgang: “A Muslim and a Jew sat
down over a cup of coffee and had the
most amazing conversation. That is
how my friendship with Elsayed ‘Steve’

Elmarzouky began. Many of you know
Steve as the founder of the Islamic Center
of Reading, successful restauranteur and
community leader. He is a man ever
present for his family, his friends and
those in need. He visits our prisons,
feeds the hungry and comforts his faith
community when they are threatened.
His words are often courageous in a
turbulent world.
“Steve practices his faith by living it.
His mission is one of understanding –
knowing your neighbor and taking the
time to have that cup of coffee.
“Over the years, I have learned much
from Steve but our friendship has taught
me even more about myself.”
Rabbi Brian Michelson: “I have had
the good fortune to work with Elsayed
“Steve” Elmarzouky for the majority of
years I have been in Berks County. In this
time, Elsayed has not only been an everpresent face for the Islamic community,
but he has been an all-around community
leader. He not only works hard to educate
the local community about Islam but to
ensure that he acts in accordance with the
teachings and the very best ideals of his
faith. I have shared numerous podiums
and meetings with him, and I share his
belief in the importance of education as
a weapon against intolerance. At the
same time, he is a humble man who tries
not to call attention to himself. He is an
asset to his community, the area Jewish
community, and all of Berks County, and
it is an honor to call him my friend.”
Susan and Michael Fromm: “We
have worked closely with Elsayed on

numerous community initiatives, most
recently co-funding and jointly dedicating
a multi-faith Prayer and Reflection Room
at Alvernia University. Many people
talk the talk, but Elsayed truly leads
by example — during some very tense
and troubling times, he has been the
local Muslim-American community’s
strongest advocate for interfaith dialogue.
Elsayed’s interest in Jewish tradition is
both sincere and well-informed, which
always reminds us that inclusivity is
essential to building respect among
people of diverse cultures. Above all, we
admire that he has passed these values
on to his children. We are proud to call
Elsayed a friend.”
Gordon Perlmutter: Steve
Elmarzouky has distinguished himself
by his tireless efforts to promote
interfaith understanding throughout
the community. His commitment to this
cause goes beyond words to the many
charitable causes he has initiated or
co-sponsored. One example of many is
his co-sponsorship of the World Affairs
Council’s WorldQuest Competition,
where local high schools participate in
an annual competition challenging their
understanding of current international
issues, with the winning team then going
on to a national competition along with
48 other teams from around the country.
He has been instrumental in procuring
speakers for the local World Affairs
Council’s luncheons and has actively
participated in facilitating local Great
Decisions discussion groups on topics
related to Islam and the Middle East.”

Religious, civic leader leaves great legacy as he steps down

The Reading Eagle published
the following editorial on Elsayed
“ S t e v e ” E l m a r z o u k y. We a r e
republishing it because it reflects
the views of many in our community
and Berks County at large.
It would have been hard to blame
Elsayed Elmarzouky if he had shied
away from the spotlight during the
many difficult times the local Muslim
community has faced since he founded
the Islamic Center of Reading in the
late 1990s.
Since the terrorist attacks on Sept.
11, 2001, Muslim leaders such as
Elmarzouky have had to address many
questions about their faith and endure
mistrust, to put it mildly, from people
who wanted to blame local people
of faith for the actions of extremists
elsewhere.
But Elmarzouky, known to many
in Berks County as “Steve,” made
it his mission to defend Islam by
building relationships with other faith
communities in the area. After all,

getting to know someone is the best
way to alleviate misunderstandings.
The effort did come with some
risks. Elmarzouky is a restaurateur.
Considering widely held American
attitudes toward Islam, making himself
a spokesman for the faith could
have hurt his businesses. But he
was undeterred, and the community
rewarded him with love and support.
Elmarzouky recently stepped
down from his longtime role at the
Islamic Center, though he promised
to continue to promote interfaith
understanding. We certainly hope
that his voice remains a strong one as
our community works to preserve an
environment that is welcoming to all
religious backgrounds.
Still, this is a good time to look
back and acknowledge Elmarzouky’s
accomplishments.
His interfaith work has drawn
widespread praise. Most notably,
he joined with Catholic and Jewish
clergymen to establish A Common

Heart, a series of interreligious
dialogues under the auspices of
Alvernia University. The program
started in 2009 and has continued to
this day. Elmarzouky’s work in this
field also goes on in more quiet ways,
through personal relationships with
local pastors and rabbis and members
of their congregations.
His philanthropy also should not be
overlooked. For the past seven years,
his Queen City Family Restaurant
has hosted the annual People First
event. He shuts down his business to
the general public for the better part
of a day and welcomes the needy for
free meals. Last year, about 1,500
people were fed at the holiday season
program, which also provides items
such as blankets, clothing and toys
along with flu shots. In keeping with
his philosophy, people from many
faith backgrounds assist him in this
enormous project each year.
Elmarzouky proved that it is
possible for a foreign-born Muslim

to be a very visible presence at a
successful business in a community
that has been known to be resistant
to newcomers. He blazed a trail
followed by fellow restaurateur Hamid
Chaudhry, another Muslim who has
become a beloved local figure through
his great generosity. Chaudhry is
taking interim leadership of the Islamic
Center.
Elmarzouky presided over the
Muslim community during a period
of great growth, from a handful of
families to several hundred, all the
while trying to make sure that they felt
welcome here. He was willing to be his
community’s spokesman in the wake of
unspeakable acts by militants claiming
to act in the name of his faith.
“We are not here to explain to
people why some people do horrible
things, but we are here to show people
that we are part of the fabric of Berks
County,” he said.
Indeed they are, and his outstanding
work is a big reason why.

Historic Brexit vote leaves Israel pondering implications
JNS.org
The United Kingdom voted in June
to leave the 28-nation European Union,
sending shockwaves throughout Europe
and the international community. The results
of the so-called “Brexit” vote — 52 percent
in favor of exiting the EU and 48 percent
opposed — leave many nations, including
Israel, wondering how the vote will affect
policy and trade in the years ahead.
“It’s hard to know what is going to
happen, and nothing is going to happen
right away,” said Dr. Oded Eran, the former
Israeli ambassador to the EU.
“There is no doubt that Israel will be
left to follow the agreements that will be
made between the United Kingdom and
the European Union, and to adjust its
economic and trade relations with Britain
accordingly,” Eran told JNS.org.

The vote spurred the resignation of
U.K. Prime Minister David Cameron.
According to Eran, major questions will
be raised about what the vote means for
the U.K. and for the ongoing strength of
the EU. Opposition leaders in France and
the Netherlands have hailed British voters’
decision, calling for similar referendums
on EU membership in their countries.
A major factor in the Brexit vote was the
influx of Muslim immigration into Europe.
Supporters of the Brexit suggested that
Muslim immigration threatens the distinct
character of European nations. Opponents
of leaving the EU cited growing xenophobia
and anti-Islamic sentiment in British society,
often coupled with anti-Semitic sentiments.
According to Fiamma Nirenstein — a
former Italian parliamentarian who served
as vice president of the parliament’s

Committee on Foreign Affairs —there are
opposing views within Europe’s Jewish
communities on the causes, outcomes,
and potential consequences of the Brexit
vote. Nirenstein noted that one school of
thought views the Brexit vote “as a sort
of punishment for Europe” for growing
anti-Israel and anti-Semitic sentiment.
On the other side, she suggested, is a
camp that views the Brexit vote as an
event that strengthens and empowers
an illiberal right-wing sentiment that is
simultaneously anti-Semitic and antiIslamic, and at its core anti-immigration.
Eran said the vote raises questions as
to whether or not Europe will be willing and
able to affect policies and solve problems
outside of its borders.
For Israel, the vote comes against the
backdrop of a French-initiated campaign

to restart peace negotiations between
Israelis and Palestinians. The EU has
been increasingly critical of Israeli actions
in recent years and recently passed a
controversial regulation labeling products
manufactured in Israeli settlements.
Nirenstein said that while Europe will
remain a vital trade partner, “Israel doesn’t
count on Europe for its future.”
“As a union of 27 nations instead of 28,
they will still pass anti-Israel resolutions, and
Israel must still keep up its guard against the
European Union. There is a need for Israel
to look beyond Europe.” Nirenstein said.
“Israel is increasingly looking towards
other markets—toward China, toward
Russia, toward India,” she said. “Africa is
a very good market. There is more of a
possibility to expand Israeli trade and its
culture of innovation.”
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Arab, Israeli children building bridges to peace through technology
“On this day we strive for equality,
to dream and to educate for peace,
dialogue and the prevention of racism,”
former President Shimon Peres said in
early June to a crowd of some 600 Jewish
and Arab youth gathered for the closing
ceremony of the “Bridges to Peace”
project in Petach Tikvah.
“In order to be great, you do not need
a long sword but unity and dialogue
between us. You will be the future leaders
of tomorrow - don’t be afraid to take
chances, to be curious and to dream big,”
he told the youth.
Bridges to Peace, a joint initiative
of the Peres Center for Peace, Google
and the ORT school network, aims to
bridge gaps in Israeli society through
technology.
Using Google + Hangouts youth from
different sectors of society engaged in
online conversations getting to know
one another. In addition, each Hangout
group of students works together on a
joint project, which they develop and
implement. After a series of initial online
meetings where they learn about each
other’s daily lives, the youth met faceto-face at the Peres Center for Peace in

Jaffa to fully break down barriers.
The program, which has connected
thousands of students, aims to create
a dialogue among young people who
would otherwise not meet and to help
build lasting bridges between their
communities.

The closing ceremony was aptly set
for Unity Day, now in its second year,
which aims to foster connections and
promote tolerance in the memory of
Naftali Fraenkel, Gil-ad Shaer and Eyal
Ifrach – the three Israeli teens whose
kidnapping and murder by Hamas

sparked the 2014 Gaza war.
Education Minister Naftali Bennett
told the youth that they are the “example
of co-existence.”
“The wonderful thing that you are
doing here today is our future. Let’s
continue to talk about what is shared
rather than what is different,” he said.
Regarding Unity Day Bennett said: “I
ask you, I ask each one of you, not to let
racism rear its head. We are all family;
we are all brothers and sisters. We, in
the Knesset must learn from you what
is real unity.”
The education system also marked
Unity Day as students throughout the
country from all sectors of society took
part in dialogue circles.
Zvika Peleg, head of ORT Israel
added: “Implementing the values of love
and giving are the basis of education
work. It is our duty to worry about the
strength of Israeli society and this is done
by building a bridge from one to another
and this goal is fulfilled by this wonderful
project.”
“We all have faith in our ability for
coexistence, while maintaining one’s
[sense of] self and beliefs,” he said.

Israel provides disaster relief to Sri Lanka after landslides
Israel has sent $20,000 worth of
disaster relief supplies to Sri Lanka,
as heavy rains triggered deadly floods
across much of the country. The
Embassy of Israel in Colombo gave
the supplies to the Disaster Relief
Management Ministry of Sri Lanka.
The disaster relief supplies
include water pumps, water filters,
solar lighting kits, LED torches and
50,000 tablets for water purification.
Ambassador of Israel to Sri Lanka
Daniel Carmon said that if the need
arises, Israel would send experts in
the field of water to the island nation.
“Friendship between people —
but more so between nations — is

tested in times of need. As a friend
and partner of Sri Lanka, Israel
was honored to provide emergency
assistance following the recent
floods,” said Carmon.
“We have every intention that
this emergency aid would ease the
recovery of the areas affected by the
floods and that it will transform into
a strong and meaningful cooperation
in the field of water.
“Our hearts and minds are with the
people of Sri Lanka and especially
the families of the victims and all
of those who were affected by the
floods, as the loss of lives and the
damages are truly heartbreaking.”

Israeli tech company extends hand to Gaza’s programmers
Mellanox Technologies is looking
to take advantage of a resource
largely untapped by Israel’s hightech companies: Palestinians.
Mellanox already employs a
large number of Arab programmers
in Israel and dozens in Ramallah
and Nablus, in the West Bank. Now
its chief executive is extending the
outreach to Gaza, the Palestinian
enclave that has been almost entirely
cut off from Israel for a decade.
Working with ASAL Technologies,
a Palestinian software firm, the
maker of products that connect
databases, servers and computers
has hired four programmers in Gaza.
It hopes to add at least six more in
the next six months.
“From our experience in Ramallah,
we think we have the potential to
collaborate and make our neighbors
successful,” Chief Executive Eyal
Waldman told Reuters in an interview.
Hiring Palestinians would seem to
solve two problems. Arabs struggle
to break into Israel’s high-tech
sector. And Israeli companies need
help.
Few Israeli Arabs serve in
the Israeli army, a major source
of innovation. They cannot tap

the relationships built during
military service that help Jewish
entrepreneurs get ahead.
Among Palestinians, there were
11,000 registered engineers from all
sectors in Gaza at the end of 2015
and 16,000 in the West Bank and
East Jerusalem, according to Gaza’s
Engineering Association.
A senior programmer in Gaza
estimated that about 5,000 people
from the territory work in software.
But a study among 1,061 new
engineering graduates in Gaza
showed an unemployment rate of
36 percent.
Meanwhile, Israeli companies
have begun to outsource work to
other countries, such as India. But
Palestinians have the same skills,
Waldman said, and they are in the
same time zone.
The main obstacle, of course, is
the ongoing hostility between Israel
and the Palestinians. Israel does
not allow its citizens to travel into
Gaza. Even if it did, they wouldn’t be
allowed in by Hamas, the party that
has ruled Gaza since 2007.
The hostility is likely to extend
to Palestinian employees of
Israeli companies. The four Gazan

programmers hired so far confirmed
they were working for Mellanox, but
didn’t want to talk to reporters.
Mellanox said it was not aware of
other Israeli tech company employing
Gazans. Economic cooperation
between Israel and Gaza is mostly
limited to merchants importing
goods, including agricultural
products, cement and petrol.
But Mellanox’s Waldman
thinks the obstacles can be
overcome. The travel ban can be
circumvented through audio and
video conferencing, for example. He
also thinks the results will be worth
the effort.
“This will bring both peoples
c l o s e r, ” h e s a i d . “ T h e m o r e w e
interact, the more we strive for coexistence.” Karin Mayer Rubinstein,
head of Israel Advanced Technology

Industries, said she welcomed
Waldman’s initiative.
“I hope it will serve as an example
for other companies to follow,” she
said, noting that Waldman was a
leader in Israel’s high-tech sector
and someone others tend to follow.
Mellanox already stands out for
having a workforce in Israel that’s
almost 10 percent Arab. It employs
68 people in the West Bank as part
of a joint project with ASAL that has
been running for four years.
Wa l d m a n n o t e d t h a t I s r a e l ’ s
high-tech sector grew out of design
centers established in Israel by US
companies such as Intel, Microsoft
and IBM. From them, Israelis learned
to build their own companies.
“In Palestine, they will learn, and
in five to 10 years they will start their
own companies,” he said.

Tot Shabbat Families
Save the Date
Tot Shabbat Social
Sunday, Aug. 28
11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
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to Yemin Orde, an Israeli village
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by our Federation.

Congregational and Community News

Big camp turnout for Oheb Sholom

All Around the Town_________
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& Jared
swimming
andEmily
Isabelle
on the Baksic,
birth of Eliana
Faigel.
Andrew Blickle,***basketball
Matthew
Eisenberg,
swimming
We
love good
news about
members
Hannah
and
Alexis
of our community! PleaseGlassmire,
share it by
swimmingMarknem@aol.com.
emailing
Brandon Missan, soccer

Until next time: Shalom!

Until next time: Shalom!

[Email all your simcha news to joan@
friedman.net]

KEEP UP WITH THE COMMUNITY

Visit www.readingjewishcommunity.org

Now Available

Reform Congregation Oheb Sholom once again was well-represented with campers and staff at the Union
for Reform Judaism’s Camp Harlam in Kunkletown. Front row from left, Ruby Nemeroff, Eliana Alweis,
Chloe Carlin, Aspen Weizer. Back row from left, Bryce Weizer, Brett Driben, Holly Michelson, Rabbi Brian
Michelson, Alexa Chronister, Ari Spillerman, Danielle Radosh, Rachel Radosh, Talia Spillerman, Easton
Weizer. Not pictured, Molly Nemirow, who was on her cabin hike.when the group photo was taken.

June ✡ Iyar-Sivan

LOCAL CONGREGATIONS AND SERVICE TIMES
CHABAD CENTER OF BERKS COUNTY (610) 921-0881
Shabbat Candle Lightings
Torah Portions
Saturday mornings: 9:30 a.m.; Friday evenings: 6:30 p.m.
June 3
June(610)
4/Iyar374-1763
27
KESHER ZION SYNAGOGUE
8:11 p.m.
Bechukotai
(Leviticus
26:3
– 27:34)
Weekly services Saturdays: 9:30 a.m.; Tuesdays, 7:30
p.m.
Friday Evening Service – Please call for service information
June 10
June 11/Sivan 5
REFORM CONGREGATION OHEBBamidbar
SHOLOM
(610) 375-6034
8:15 p.m.
(Numbers
1:1 – 4:20)
Fridays, July 22 and 29, Aug. 12, 19 and 26, 7:45 p.m.
Friday, Aug. 5:June
6 p.m.
June 17
18/Sivan 12
Mitzvah,
10– a.m.
8:18 p.m.Saturday, Aug. 27: Erin Goldstein
NasoBat
(Numbers
4:21
7:89)
June 24
8:19 p.m.

LOOKING FORWARD: Jewish Federation of
Reading’s Annual Report 2015—2016.

Y

ou’ve worked hard to accumulate your wealth.
Trust it to someone who will work even harder to
grow your assets and provide you with peace of mind
as you plan for the future. From financial planning and
investment management to custom credit solutions,
deposit products and more. Clermont Wealth Strategies
– personal, focused and highly confidential.

Contact our office, 610-921-0624, for your copy.

Financial Planning

Comprehensive Investment Management

Custom Credit Solutions

Bank Deposit & Convenience Products

Wealth Preservation & Transfer Services

Retirement Planning

June 25/Sivan
19
CONGREGATION SHOMREI
HABRITH
Behaalotecha (Numbers 8:1 – 12:16)

CLERMONT WEALTH STRATEGIES
July ✡ Sivan-Tammuz

Shabbat Candle Lightings

Torah Portions

July 1
8:19 p.m.

July 2/Sivan 26
Shlach (Numbers 13:1 – 15:41)

July 8
8:17 p.m.

July 9/Tammuz 3
Korach (Numbers 16:1 – 18:32)

July 15
8:13 p.m.

July 16/Tammuz 10
Chukat (Numbers 19:1 – 22:1)

July 22
8:08 p.m.

July 23/Tammuz 17
Balak (Numbers 22:2 – 25:9)

July 29
8:02 p.m.

July 30/Tammuz 24
Pinchas (Numbers 25:10 – 30:1)

August ✡ Tammuz - Av

Shabbat Candle Lightings

Torah Portions

August 5
7:54 p.m.

August 6/Av 2
Matot-Massei (Numbers 30:2 – 36:13)

August 12
7:45 p.m.

August 13/Av 9
Devarim (Deuteronomy 1:1 – 3:22)

August 19
7:36 p.m.

August 20/Av 16
Va’etchanan (Deuteronomy 3:23 – 7:11)

August 26
7:25 p.m.

August 27/Av 23
Eikev (Deuteronomy 7:12 – 11:25)

A T

1.866.332.8393

clermontwealth.com
Securities and Insurance Products:
Not FDIC-Insured • Not Insured by any Federal Government Agency
No Financial Institution Guarantee • May lose value • Not a deposit
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Helpinghelps
children
cope
with
trauma
Car donation
sustain
JFS
programs
By Carole Robinson
By Sari Incledon, M. Ed.
Breaking news
Thank you to Dave
stories confront us
Walker for participating
with tragic events
in our car donation
on a daily basis. It
program. The proceeds
is a challenge for
from his auctioned car
adults to process
will help support our
the emotional
programs. If you would
impact of tragedy.
like to learn more about
Though children
this easy way to help
cannot be spared
the exposure to
trauma, expert Harold S. Koplewicz,
MD, offers the following tips to parents
to help children.
•
Break the news When
something happens that will get wide
coverage, my first and most important
suggestion is that you don’t delay telling
your children about what’s happened:
You don’t want her to hear from some

other child, a television news report, or death is always difficult, but a tragic
JFS (and get a tax donation at the same Simon and VeeVee Scott. We could not run
the headlines on the front page of the accident or act of violence is especially
time) call me at 610-921-0624 or go to the food bank without them.
New York Post. You want to be able to tough because of how egocentric children
www.charitableautoresources.com.
On April 2 JFS sponsored a Seder at
convey the facts, however painful, and are: they’re likely to focus on whether
Each month our food bank serves more the Manor at Market Square. The Manor’s
something like this could happen to them.
set the emotional tone.
and more people. (In March we served residents were joined by residents of
•
Take your cues from your child. It’s important to reassure your child about
182 people in 62 households). We could Providence House and Friendship Circle
Invite her to tell you anything she may how unusual this kind of event is, and the
not provide this important service without seniors. Boscov’s provided a delicious meal,
have heard about the tragedy, and how safety measures that have been taken to
dedicated volunteers. Thank you to long- enjoyed by all. A big thank you to baker
she feels. Give her ample opportunity prevent this kind of thing from happening
time volunteers Karen Sherman and Norman extraordinaire Sheila Bornstein for furnishing
to ask questions. You want to be to them. It’s confidence-building for kids
Wilikofsky and to our new volunteers Jan participants with a vast array of gourmet
prepared to answer (but not prompt) to know that we learn from negative
questions about upsetting details. Your experiences.
•
Help children express their
goal is to avoid encouraging frightening
feelings. You can suggest ways your
fantasies.
•
Model calm. It’s OK to let your child might remember those she’s
child know if you’re sad, but remain lost: draw pictures or tell stories about
For more information call Sari at 610-921-0624
calm. He is likely to grasp that tragic things you did together. If you’re
events can upset our lives, but we can religious, going to services could be
learn from bad experiences and work valuable.
•
Be developmentally
together to grow stronger.
•
Be reassuring. Talking about appropriate. Don’t volunteer too much

Living with Loss

Mondays, May 10 and 24, 3:00- 4:30 p.m.

Did you know the Hampton Inn Wyomissing is newly
her husband, Paul Sloate, and her son
renovated? It’s true, when your
family comes to town,
Obituaries
Dr. Todd Rowan and his wife, Dr. Ilene
why Marlow,
crowd your
We have
a heated indoor pool,
Mae (Levin)
96,home?
formerly
Rosen.
of Reading.
Mae was ahotpartner
with and a good night’s sleep
--- on our
complimentary
breakfast,
her husband, David, operating Midas
Frances (Fried) Gould of
Cloud She
9 bed.
Did
you Wyomissing.
also know thatFrances
we wash
Muffler forfamous
many years.
was
also
andour
her husband
a membercomforters
of Kesher and
Zionpillows
Synagogue.
enjoyed
with every
stay? traveling
Wouldn’t the
youworld
want and spent
Mae is survived by her daughters Diane winters in Mexico and Florida. She was
your loved ones here with us instead of worrying where you’ll
and her husband, Kenneth Sheinen, and a longtime member of Kesher Zion
With include
the Hampton’s
100% Frances
guaranteeis survived by her
Robin Forman. find
Otherroom?
survivors
Synagogue.
her three grandchildren and two
Shira Steinfurth and
yougreatcan’t gogranddaughter
wrong.
grandchildren.

great-granddaughter Alana Sink, both

Hampton Inn Wyomissing
of Sinking Spring.
1800 Papermill Road, Wyomissing,
PA---19560
Elayne (Gottesman) Fedder, 91,
formerly of Reading. Elayne was the
610-374-8100

--Dr. Sandra K. Rowan of Mount
Laurel, N.J., and formerly of Reading.
Sandra was pediatrician in Reading
for many years. Upon retirement
she enjoyed playing Mahjong. She
is survived by her daughter Amy and

assistant executive director of the Jewish
Community Center of Greater Baltimore
for many years. She is survived by her

information, as this may be overwhelming.
Pesadich desserts. Thanks to Jeff Bornstein
Instead, try to answer your child’s
and Corinne Wernick for their assistance in
questions honestly and clearly.
serving the meal. Generous contributions
•
Be available. If your child is
made in memory of Natalie Adelglass by
upset, just spending time with him may
family and friends underwrote the Seder.
make him feel safer. Children find great
Finally, thanks to the bakers of the
comfort in routines, and doing ordinary
Kesher Zion religious school and Temple
things together as a family may be the
Oheb Sholom’s sisterhood for providing us
most effective form of healing.
with hamentashen that were distributed to
•
Memorialize those who have
seniors in long term care residences.
been lost. Drawing pictures, planting
a tree, sharing stories, or releasing
balloons can all be good, positive ways
to help provide closure to a child. It’s
important to assure your child that a
person continues to live on in the hearts
and minds of others. Doing something
to help others in need can be very
therapeutic: it can help children not only
feel good about themselves but learn a
very healthy way to respond to grief.

What happens after
a hospital
stay?
children,
Steven, Richard and
Lisa; school districts. Addie was a longtime

eight grandchildren; and her companion, member of Kesher Zion Synagogue and
us for this informative seminar
presented
by
a member
of Hadassah.
She was an avid
Aaron Join
Eldridge.
bridge player and loved to travel. She is
--Phyllis (Friedman) Hirsch, 83, survived by her daughter Shirley Pocrass
of Wyomissing. Phyllis was a pianist of Pennside, her four grandchildren and
six great-grandchildren.
Addie
and music teacher. She is survived
Thursday,
May 20 • 11:30
amis also
by
her
sister
Marcy
by her stepdaughter Amy Hirsch and survived
at Manor at Market SquareCohen
stepson Corey Hirsch, and her four and her husband, Herbert Cohen, of
York.
grandchildren. She is also survived New
Some
patients require additional
--- discharge.
by her sister-in-law Patricia Frankel of care after their hospital
Judith
(Miller)
Hartman,
Wyomissing.
Planning ahead
will make82, of
Wyomissing.
Judy
was
a member
--things easier for you after you leave.
Adeline Elaine (Beilin) Dunitz, 92, of Kesher Zion Synagogue and was
Learn about the services available
of Wyomissing. Addie graduated from involved in the Sisterhood. She is
for you or a loved one!
Reading High School and received survived by her sons, Sanford Hartman
of SanRSVP
Francisco
and
Barry Hartman of
her Bachelor’s degree in education Please
by calling
610-373-0800.
from Penn State. She was a substitute Washington D.C. There are also four
teacher in the Exeter and Antietam grandchildren.

Groups see new balance on Israel from Presbyterians


The Presbyterian
Church (USA), which an amendment to the report that made Public Affairs and the Jewish Federations ‘no’ to efforts to deny the rights of Jews
FREE parking
in said they will to national
“They
for a decade has
drawn criticism from explicit PCUSA’s support for two states, of North America.
existence.
I hope
this would
INDEPENDENT
AND ASSISTED
LIVING

the Berks Encore
deny
a
Jewish
right
several prominent Jewish organizations something that was woefully absent from oppose efforts to
be
a
lesson
that
this
type
of
anti-Zionism
parking lot
Meals • Housekeeping • Activities • Transportation
to self-determination
for actions they see as overtly anti-Israel, the original report.”
would
be rejected
across
[Christian]
located at—
9th so that is good.
All-Inclusive
Monthly Rent
• Nothe
Buy-ins
and Courtresolutions
Street.
that are spectrum.
adopted a report at its biennial national
B’nai Brith International released They passed other
convention that again faulted Israel.
a statement saying the Presbyterians bad. It’s a mixed bag.”
“I would love other churches to
803 Penn Street • Reading, PA 19601
2347_Shalom_update:Layout
3/30/10 12:21 PM commit
Page 1 to oppose efforts to deny Jewish
Some elements in the1 Presbyterian
But this time, the Jewish organizations “again displayed a stunningly overt
www.manoratmarketsquare.com • 610-373-0800
said they saw progress. The 50-page preoccupation with demonizing just Church “were looking to break yet self-determination,” Felson said.
report, “Israel-Palestine: For Human one side of one complex conflict,” while another horizon — they wanted to move
One amendment adopted at the latest
Values in the Absence of a Just Peace,” the StandWithUs pro-Israel advocacy the Church towards anti-Zionism,” General Assembly stated: “We stand with
A f f i n[church
i t y B a nthe
k PA
.co
which was approved at the General group said it “recognizes important Felson said. “Commissioners
people
of m
Israel, affirming their right to
Assembly of the Presbyterian Church- improvements made in policy regarding representatives] put their foot down exist as a sovereign nation, and we stand
USA in Portland, Ore., was accompanied Israel by the Presbyterians … the first that their church was not going to be in with the Palestinian people, affirming
by amendments that present a more Mainline Protestant Church to explicitly that anti-Zionist camp, because it’s an their rights to exist as a sovereign nation.”
balanced view of the Middle East recognize the right of Israel ‘to exist as outrage.
According to the amendment, “The
He called the Presbyterian report Assembly … affirms our desire to stay in
conflict than the
mainline Protestant a sovereign nation.’”
“The PCUSA pretty much endorsed and its moderating amendments “a sign conversation with our partners in Israel
denomination had espoused in the past.

One
amendment affirmed the rights Zionism,” said Ethan Felson, executive that when push comes to shove [even- who work for peace.” The convention also
of both the Jewish and Palestinian director of the Israel Action Network, a minded members of the Presbyterian passed a resolution that criticized Israeli
peoples for self-determination and joint project of the Jewish Council for Church] … will say ‘no’ to anti-Zionism … treatment of Palestinian children.
softened language of the report itself that
opposed a two-state solution. While the
report “is full of innuendo, misdirection
and verifiable claims designed to lead
people to believe two states are an
impossibility,” the amendments also
rejected automatic support for the
anti-Israel BDS (Boycott, Divestment
and Sanctions) movement, said Emily
Soloff, associate director of the American
Jewish Committee’s department of
Federation: Did You Know
interreligious and intergroup relations.
“This is a balance that has not existed in
JFS Food Pantry – The Jewish Family Services Food Pantry is “staffed” by 20 to 30
PCUSA overtures [resolutions] for a long
time. The moderating action this year is
volunteers throughout the year. Each month at a central location, these volunteers
hopeful.”
distribute over 6,000 pounds of groceries to nearly 170 families.
Soloff said two small changes in the
Federation purchases these groceries through the Berks County Food Bank.
report’s language that were accepted
at the 11th hour turned the original
WYOMISSING
| READING
intent of the report on its head, “turning
To volunteer or learn more about our JFS Food Panty
call Federation
610-921-0624.
SINKING
SPRING
|
MUHLENBERG
| EXETER
a one-sided ‘educational’ document
into a real call for understanding the
complexity of the issues facing Israelis
610.898.7700
and Palestinians. The G.A. accepted

Banking
the Way It
Should Be.
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Iranian military official: We have 100,000 missiles ready to hit Israel
Speaking on the occasion of al-Quds
Day, Iran’s annual commemoration of the
country’s solidarity with the Palestinian
people, the Deputy Commander of the
Iranian Revolutionary Guard announced
that Lebanon has 100,000 missiles ready
to annihilate Israel.
According to a report by the Iranian
news agency Tasnim, the senior Iranian
official, Hossein Salami, said: “The
opportunity to destroy Israel is now better

than ever, because tens of thousands of
long-range missiles all over the Islamic
world are ready to hit Israel immediately
upon receiving the order.”
In addition, Salami accused Israel
of serving as a proxy for American
espionage in the Islamic world, stating
that “the Palestinian revolution of stones
is now turning into a revolution of missiles
that will leave Israelis no time to breathe.”
“The era of American and Israeli

domination over the Islamic world has
lapsed,” Salami said, adding that “the
U.S. has lately understood this, and thus
it is attempting to change its policy to
protect Israel’s security.”
Tens of thousands of Iranians took
to the streets in Tehran and in 850 other
cities in the Islamic Republic to mark the
annual Quds Day, raising banners with
anti-Israel slogans.
The concluding statement issued by

the Iranian government for Quds Day
denounced the “crimes committed by
the Israeli entity against the Palestinian
people” as well as the blockade on Gaza.
While Iran uses Quds Day to portray
itself as the champion of Muslims’
rights in Jerusalem, the former chief
Islamic judge of the Palestinian National
Authority, Taissir Tamimi, accused Iran
of using the day in order to trade in the
Palestinian issue.

State Department report: Iran is main state sponsor of terrorism
The U.S. State Department has
published its annual survey of worldwide terrorism which names the Islamic
Republic of Iran as the main state
sponsor of terror in 2015.
Iran had provided “a range of
support, including financial, training, and
equipment, to groups around the world,”
the report said. It went on to highlight the
Iranian regime’s support for Hezbollah,
Palestinian groups such as Hamas,

and the government of Syrian President
Bashar al-Assad.
Despite reaching an agreement on
its nuclear program and the partial end
of sanctions in 2015, the report says Iran
continued to use the Al-Quds unit of its
Revolutionary Guard to implement its
foreign policy goals.
Commenting on the report, Iranian
Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei
said Tehran had no intention of cooperating

on regional issues with its main enemies,
the “Great Satan” [United States] and “evil”
Britain. In a speech broadcast on state TV,
Khamenei accused Washington of not being
committed to the nuclear deal reached
between Iran and six major powers last year.
Justin Siberell of the State Department
said at a press briefing that the international
community made important progress in
degrading terrorist safe havens as well as
the finances and foreign terrorist fighters

available to it. At the same time, however,
instability in key regions, along with weak
or nonexistent governance, sectarian
conflict, and porous borders continue to
provide terrorist groups the opportunity to
extend their reach.
According to statistics compiled by the
University of Maryland, there were 11,774
terror attacks in 2015, resulting in 28,328
deaths, compared with 13,463 attacks in
2014 which killed 32,727 people.

Former officials unveil proposals for two-state solution
Former Israeli and U.S. security and
diplomacy officials recently unveiled
two proposals for achieving a twostate solution between Israelis and
Palestinians, based on systems that
would satisfy Israel’s security needs in the
West Bank while providing Palestinians
the sovereignty they require.
The proposals, which were facilitated
and coordinated by the Israel Policy
Forum, were developed by the Center
for a New American Security (CNAS),
an independent nonpartisan research
institution, and Commanders for Israel’s
Security (CIS), a coalition of some 200
former heads of the IDF, Shin Bet,
Mossad and Israeli police forces who
support a two-state solution.
The CIS report aims to be a “plan of
action to extricate Israel from the security
dead end and to improve its security
situation and international standing.”
To do so, the group believes certain
security measures are necessary
including: completing the construction
of the West Bank security fence;
implementing a strict border control
along the fence; continued military
control over the West Bank until a
permanent agreement is reached;
freezing settlement building; restoring
law and order in East Jerusalem and
tackling illegal infiltration into Israel.
“When you speak right now in Israel
about peace, about a two-state solution,
it’s a kind of illusion,” retired IDF Major
Gen. Amnon Reshef told journalists.
“The rationale behind our security
first plan is that you don’t have to have
a partner [for peace] and Israel can
and should launch certain measures
independently … until some future
negotiation will occur on the permanent
solution,” he added.
Reshef further explained that beyond
enhancing national security in Israel, the
goals of the CIS plan is to preserve the
option for future negotiations regarding
a two-state solution.
He stressed that military action and
security are not enough to defeat terror.
“It should be combined with helping
the relevant Palestinians, whether they
are in the West Bank, Jerusalem or
Gaza, to improve their standards of living,
provide them with a kind of hope,” he
said, “Then, we will neutralize a lot of their
disappointment, their frustration, and they
might not enter the roots of terror.”
Reshef and his colleagues at
“Commanders for Israel’s Security”
believe that in order to achieve this,
the Israeli government should declare
that it has no sovereignty claims east of

the security fence and that Palestinian
neighborhoods of East Jerusalem will be
part of Palestine.
The CIS plan was presented to
Israeli ministers and received positive
feedback, according to Reshef.
The second report, published by the
Center for a New American Security,
lays out six key principles for a security
system of a potential two-state solution.
These elements include: building
a multilayered system that addresses
Israel’s security concerns in which
Israel retains the right of self defense

in emergency situations; minimizing
Israeli visibility to Palestinian civilians;
conducting significant upgrades to
security systems and infrastructure;
planning a phased redeployment
of Israeli security forces; but also
establishing joint operations centers
and data sharing mechanisms
for Israelis and Palestinians; and
employing American forces along the
Jordan River.
Study co-author Ilan Goldenberg,
who was part of the team working on
the last round of negotiations between

Israel and the Palestinians led by U.S.
Secretary of State John Kerry, said
that after the talks failed, the team
understood that security had become
the biggest issue.
“Israelis will never agree to a twostate solution unless their security
requirements are met, and Palestinians
will never agree to something that they
view as a permanent Israeli presence or
occupation in the West Bank,” he said.
The goal of the CNAS study was to
achieve a proposal that satisfies both
these needs.
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Federation Honorial - Memorial Card Information
Please mail your payment with complete information to the Jewish
Federation, PO Box 14925, Reading, PA 19612-4925 or bring to the Jewish
Cultural Center, 1100 Berkshire Blvd, Suite 125, Wyomissing. You may set up
a “savings account” for the purpose of sending cards. Please contact the
Jewish Federation at 610-921-0624 for further information.

Contributions
of April
July16
9
Contributions as
as of

Holocaust Library & Resource Center
In
honor of:
UJA-Federation
Campaign

Nancyof:
Wolff being named President of the Copyright Society of the U.S.A.
In honor
– Hilde
Gernsheimer
Sarah Simon’s engagement – Vic and Dena Hammel
Alma and
Ed Lakin’s
new home – Vic and Dena Hammel, Mildred & Ivan
Jewish
Family
Service
Gordon
In honor of:
Sam
– Alma
and EdZeidman
Lakin
Ruth Goodman’s
Isenberg’s engagement
special birthday
– Louise
Alyse
Corbin’s
marriage
–
Carol
and
Bernie
Gerber,
AlmaZeidman
and Ed Lakin
Barbara Paul receiving her Master’s degree – Louise
Sue
Viener’s
Birthday
–
Yvonne
&
Rob
Oppenheimer
Engagement of Carole and Mike Robinson’s daughter Madelyn – Ethel Engel
Birth
of Robinson’s
Selma Cutler’s
great-grandson
Jacob - Debbie Goodman and John
Carole
birthday
– Ethel Engel
Moyer
Sy Youngerman’s birthday – Ethel Engel
Birth
Carol and
Gordon
Perlmutter’s
new
grandson
– Debbie
Goodman
and
HenryofSinger’s
special
birthday
– Joan
Feinberg,
Debbie
Goodman
and John
John
Moyer
Moyer
Get
well: of:
In memory
Harold
and Yvonne
Oppenheimer
Martin Leifer
Balser– –Rob
Corinne
and Andy
Wernick

Dr. Sandra Rowan – Helene and Henry Singer, Sid and Esther Bratt, Andy,

Evelyn
Thompson
Nursery
Corinne, Aaron
and Brian
Wernick School Fund

In memory
of: – Helene and Henry Singer
Abner Salon
Shoshana
Tannenbaum
– Beth
Bob Caster
Helaine Schiffman
– Carol
andand
Gordon
Perlmutter

Frances Gould – Jeffrey Steinfurth, Haia and Meir Mazuz

Jewish
PhyllisFamily
Hirsch –Service
Marcia and George Eligman

In honor
Addie of:
Dunitz – Marcia and George Eligman, Sharon and Julian Syret
Birth of Carol and Gordon Perlmutter’s new grandson – Sue and George Viener,
Betsy and Al Katz
JFS
Transportation
Program
BatTaxi
Mitzvah
of Fran Mendelsohn’s
granddaughter – Rosalye Yashek
In honor of:
Sydney of:
Sussman’s special birthday – Henry and Helene Singer
In memory
Shoshana Tannenbaum – Jill and Gladys Skaist
In memory of:
Dr. Sandra Rowan – Sue and George Viener
Abner Salon – Sue and George Viener
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Contributions
may
made
the
following
Funds:
Contributions
may
bebe
made
toto
the
following
Funds:
Federation Jewish Community Campaign		
$10
UJA-Federation Campaign
$10
Jewish Family Service				$10
Jewish Family Service
$10 $10
Leo Camp Lecture Fund				
Leo Food
CampBank					$25
Lecture Fund
$10
JFS
JFS Taxi
FoodTransportation
Bank
JFS
Program			$25 $20
JFS
Taxi
Transportation
Program
Holocaust Library & Resource
Center		$20 $18
Holocaust
& Resource
Center $18
Doris
LevinLibrary
Fund		
			$10

Doris Levin Fund

$10

Rachel Radosh’s Bat Mitzvah – Rob and Yvonne Oppenheimer
Max Goodman’s high school graduation – Larry and Alison Rotenberg
Michael Clymin (Ellen Abramson’s father) – Susan and Richard D’Angelo
Jo Jo Ure’s high school graduation – Rob and Yvonne Oppenheimer
Frank Mehringer – Edith Mendelsohn
Joseph Abramson receiving a Master’s of Business Administration – Rob
and Yvonne Oppenheimer
Casey Fromm receiving her Master’s degree in social work – Rob and Yvonne
Doris
Levin Fund
Oppenheimer, Larry and Alison Rotenberg
In memory of:
Sara Saidman’s graduation from University of Pittsburgh – Rob and Yvonne
Dr. Walter Gershenfeld – Stephanie and Dennis Arbige, Carole and Mike
Oppenheimer
Robinson
Birth of Jim Rothstein and Sharon Scullin’s grandson – Dena and Vic
Shoshana Tannenbaum – Carole and Mike Robinson
Hammel, Debbie Goodman and John Moyer
Zachary Tomlinson receiving the Good Citizenship Award and Certificate
Holocaust
Library and Resource Center
of Achievement for Academics – Neal and Judy Jacobs
In memory of:
Shoshana
In memory
of:Tannenbaum – Ken and Mary Holt, George and Sue Viener, Sue
Schlanger,
Gordon
and Carol
LeahDebbie
Kanter-Salis,
Rosemary
andMoyer,
John
Albert Salon
– Carol
and Perlmutter,
Bernie Gerber,
Goodman
and John
Deegan,
Naum
and Lyudmila
Ger,Vic
Louis
and Katherine
Danzico,
Florence
Cheryl and
Eric Farber,
Dena and
Hammel,
Sue and Herb
Wachs,
Anzie and
Marvin
EdwardSegal,
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O n a w i d e r n o t e , t h e r e h a v e justice and Holocaust remembrance today.
been many recent developments in I am heartened to hear that three additional
Holocaust
education
Berks County schools in Berks County will be offering
Friendship
Circle in
Fund
and
the surrounding
areas. Within these courses for their students.
Get well/speedy
recovery:
theMarjorie
past month
I have
met –
with
two Zeidman
Though the fourth quarter of the
“Tootie”
Moyer
Louise
individuals who are in the process school year has begun, there are still
In memory of:
of developing a Holocaust course to many additional opportunities that
Dr. Sandra K. Rowan – Eileen Kope
be offered at their local high school. remain. I just spoke to an undergraduate
Martin Goldstein – Marcia Gross
One gentleman was from Lancaster ethics class at Penn State Berks
County. The other, Gerry Evans, is a regarding the ethical/moral implications
teacher at Hamburg High School. I of the Holocaust. I found the students
have been in contact with two other to be receptive and inquisitive and
local teachers, Pete Ruckelshaus at have been asked to deliver a similar
and instructors of the unit, said she stress disorder.
Twin Valley and Jim Konecke at Wilson program in the classes that the same
considers psychotrauma as “another
“Many first responders have been
High School. Pete has resurrected a professor also teaches at Reading Area
level of injury to treat beyond getting the taught psychological first aid, which is an
course on Holocaust Literature at Twin Community College.
wounded treated by the volunteer EMTs. eight-stage method of helping people deal
Valley, and its first offering is during
As mentioned above, Kim Yashek,
The extra facet is coming to complement with a difficult event,” Quinn said. “This
the current fourth quarter. He is very daughter of the late local Holocaust
the work of the medic on the scene.”
unit has received extensive training which
excited about offering this course to survivor Richard Yashek, is speaking at
The supervising psychiatrist of the primarily focuses on stage three of that
his students and has even lined up Twin Valley, Hamburg and Fleetwood.
unit, Dr. Gary Quinn, directs the EMDR process, which is the stabilization aspect.
several guest speakers including Rabbi
Right now Albright College is hosting
Institute of Israel. EMDR (Eye Movement This step is the most difficult to deal with,
Brian Michelson, Kim Yashek and Hilde an exhibit titled, “Stories Among Us:
Desensitization and Reprocessing) and its difficulty is compounded when
Gernsheimer.
Washington State Connections to the
is a form of psychotherapy aimed at dealing with people who are in a highly
Jim Konecke is teaching at Wilson Holocaust, Lessons in Genocide.” The
forestalling development of trauma- activated state.”
Central Junior High but will be moving up exhibit includes the stories of five Holocaust
related disorders caused by exposure
Quinn added that it is one of the first
to Wilson High School at the beginning survivors and one liberator and has
to distressing, traumatizing or negative groups in the world that will be deployed
of next school year. He will be offering a received good reviews. It is definitely
life events. Quinn specializes in crisis with the specific purpose of providing
course on Nazi Germany. His students worth a visit! It will be at Albright’s Gingrich
intervention and the treatment of anxiety, psychological first aid, and we will need to
will be studying this period of German Library through May 10.
depressive disorders and post-traumatic do a lot of research as we go along.”
history in depth, including a study of the
***
rise of anti-Semitism, the initial period of
Jennifer Goss teaches social studies
the Holocaust and the Final Solution. The in the Fleetwood School District and
latter part of the course will look at post-war specializes in Holocaust education.
The report compares the current edition of an Arabic language textbook
situation with a 2011 survey of PA school for grade 12: “The Messenger of God
curricula.
[The Prophet Muhammad] instructed
Examples of positive developments Zayd ibn Thabit to learn the language of
include a picture of a boy and a girl sitting the Jews so that he would be safe from
together on a bench and studying. The their deception.”
picture, in a sixth-grade science textbook,
However, problematic sentences
is notable because while the girl is remain, such as this from a sixth-grade
dressed modestly, she is not wearing a textbook, History of the Arabs and
hijab hair covering. While the textbooks Muslims: “The brave warrior prefers
do promote protecting the environment, death to humiliation and capitulation.”
they ignore
cooperation with Israel in this Sheff commented, “In recent years we
READING
area and
even
blameRoad
the Jewish state for have seen a tendency on the part of
2801
Papermill
environmental
Palestinian leaders and the international
Wyomissing,damage.
Pennsylvania
One improvement in the curriculum community to declare that they are
from
2001RATES
to 2009
was the removal promoting a two-state solution, in
GROUP
AVAILABLE
of images such as that of a “martyr” addition, of course, to the Oslo Accords.
a Site
onCall
his Alice
way tofor
burial
andTour
covered by a Yet the same Palestinian government’s
Palestinian flag. Another was the removal Ministry of Education appears to be
of an inciting sentence from a 2013 promoting exactly the opposite.”

Holocaust education spreading in Berks County
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also that the students are genuinely
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not the reason why survivors interested in hearing their stories. I know
Andy
Primack’s
Bar Mitzvah
– Dena
Vic Hammel
are invited
in. Instead,
that factor
is and
my students
were genuinely interested in
Hilde
Gernsheimer’s
special
birthday
–
Rob
Yvonne
present because of the immense respect hearing and
Hilde’s
storyOppenheimer
and many still talk
Shterna
Lipsker
and
Tuli
Lepkivker’s
engagement
– weeks
Rob and
Yvonne
students have for these individuals and about it now, several
later.
Oppenheimer
Luke Berger’s Bar Mitzvah – Barbara Nazimov
Molly Brant’s Bat
Mitzvah – Barbara Nazimov
Molly Nemirow’s Bat Mitzvah
– Barbara Nazimov, Rob and Yvonne Oppenheimer,


Healing
shattered psyches on scene of traumatic events

Israel21c.com
car accident, severe injuries, natural

Thirty Israeli EMTs, paramedics and disaster, suicide and wartime trauma.

doctors recently completed a training
“The new psychotrauma unit is

course qualifying
them as psychotrauma something that we have been working
volunteers and teachers for United towards for a long time,” United Hatzalah
Hatzalah, a private community-based Founder Eli Beer said.

network of voluntary
first-responders
He says the psychotrauma unit is the
across Israel.
first
in the world to be fully integrated within

The volunteers already started an emergency response organization.
providing psychological first aid before
Beer said he and other medical
the graduation ceremony on May 25. They responders “have often arrived at situations
responded to a bus bombing, three cases where people’s lives can be destroyed if they
of sudden heart attack deaths and three do not receive immediate psychological
incidents of crib death.
treatment. Our new psychotrauma unit is
They will be on call whenever United a project that can help provide care for all
Hatzalah is called to a scene of a terror aspects of a traumatic event.”
attack, sudden death, child’s death, severe
Rickie Rabinowitz, one of the founders

PA textbooks support violence, demonization of Jews, report finds
Palestinian Authority school books
continue to promote violence and
demonization of Israel and Jews.
“We hope to be able to discuss with
those who influence the curriculum of
the Palestinian Authority that education
is both the most efficient method of
promulgating extremist narrative and
influences, and by far the most powerful
tool to puncture them,” Marcus Sheff,
CEO of Impact-SE, which carried out
the study, told The Jerusalem Post. “We
would very much want them to choose
the latter and educate for peace and
tolerance,” Sheff said.
“There was a moment after Arafat
died [in 2004] and before Hamas won
the parliamentary elections in 2006 that
the curriculum improved. Change then is
clearly possible,” he added. “In curricula

it is, of course, important to refrain
from inciting to hatred and to promote
standards for peace, tolerance and
mutual respect. This is also necessary
for the well-being of children in the
Palestinian Authority,” he said.
The study found encouraging signs
relating to gender issues, civil society,
the environment, respect for the “other”
Muslim or Arab, and respect for people
with disabilities and the elderly. However,
the curricula convey a message rejecting
negotiations with Israel and promote
a strategy combining violence and
international pressure against Israel.
It also promotes the “demonization
of Israel and Jews, including the
characterization of Israel as an evil
entity that should be annihilated,” the
report found.
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MID-SUMMER 2016

For Programming & Early Education news of the Jewish Cultural Center
1100 Berkshire Blvd., Suite 125, Wyomissing PA 19610 (610) 921-0624

DVD Program
Monday, August 22 at 2pm
Highlands Cultural Center Side B

Wednesday, August 3 at 6:00 pm
Enjoy story time and a summer craft at Wyomissing
Public Library.
PJ Library and
PJ Our Way

DVD presentation of an earlier
live satellite broadcast

“Israel & Its Neighbors”
For more than 15 years, 92Y audiences have relished the
clarity and thoughtfulness Professor Ralph Buultjens brings
to discussions of foreign affairs.
Drawing on his vast knowledge and understanding of how
conflicts in one part of the world affect peace in another,
Buultjens offers insight you can’t find anywhere else.

Apple Picking at
Ontelaunee Orchards
Sunday, September 18
3 pm
$5 per child includes lesson on the orchard, nature walk to the field,
apple picking, Kosher cider sampling with a take home cup and PJ
Library books on Rosh Hashanah! Parents and grandparents welcome
too...adults pay separately by the pound for whatever apples you pick.
RSVP with payment by Wednesday, September 14, 2016.
Open to all kids through age 11.

Thursday, August 25 to November 18

“Impressions”
Lois Schlachter Art Exhibit
Opening Reception Thursday, September 15
5 to 7pm

Feathered Friends

“Impressions” is a collection of acrylic paintings on canvas by Abstract
Expressionist, Lois Schlachter. Formally and technically trained, Lois
prefers to let her imagination direct her. With no preconceived plan, the
paintings emerge. Color and line will navigate the viewer’s eye over the
canvases as one fun spot after another is discovered. Enjoy!

Jewish Community High School
Student and Parent Orientation
Sunday, August 28
5:30pm at JCC

LAKIN PRESCHOOL
Limited spaces available
2016 to 2017 school year
For information or a tour contact
Judy Synnamon at
484-332-5981 or school@ohebsholom.
Tuesday, September 6: Parent Orientation (9am or 6:30pm)
Wednesday, September 7: First Day of School

Kindermusik

Toy Library

Sprouts

Tech Tuesdays
A series of four FREE classes on technology.
For anyone wanting to learn more about their
electronic devices. Each week we will cover a
different technology with hands on learning
experiences and handouts.
Tech Tuesdays will be 3 pm at the JCC
Dates, topics and teachers:
August 9—iPhone communication (contacts, calling, texting, Facetime)
Taught by Abby Goldberg and Tristan Haas
August 23—Pictures (taking, storage, etc.) Taught by Tristan Haas
September 13—Email Taught by Abby Goldberg and Tristan Haas
September 27—eBooks and Reading Public Library Taught by Jennifer
Bressler from Reading Public Library *Please note people need
to bring their library card to this class

FRIENDSHIP CIRCLE
1:00 pm -- Luncheon catered by Boscov’s Ala Carte*
1:45 pm -- Program/Speaker. Varied programs are
informative, educational and fun.
*Optional luncheon ($6). RSVP to Carole at the JCC by Monday.

FRIENDSHIP CIRCLE MID-SUMMER PROGRAMS

July:
21 – Learn about the art of Henri Matisse with slideshow, designed
and hosted by Beth Krumholz.
28 – Becky Hughes from the Berks County Heritage Center will do a
“travelling trunk” program on the Gruber Wagon Works.
August:
4 – “Pendora: Forgotten Trolley Park of Reading” with author Paul
Druzbah. His book will be available to purchase for $17.
11 - Thursday Film Festival “Iris.” Have your taxi pick you up at 3:15.
18 – Find out what’s going on in State Government with State Senator
Judy Schwank.
25 – Linda Ingram of the Baird Ornithological Club will do a program on
birdfeeders and local birding.

Stay tuned for special Fall 2016 music programs targeted
specifically for babies and children 0 to 24 months old. These
classes are designed to stimulate very young children while
bonding with parents and caregivers.

Torah Tots for ages 2, 3 & 4
with Mom and Dad on Sundays!

Thursday Film Festival
August 11 “Iris”
Iris Apfel is still at the top of her game,
supervising the dress selections for a tour,
advising models, and negotiating with buyers in
this affectionate documentary by Albert Maysles,
himself an octogenarian. (80 min.)

